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At the age of twenty, George Ritchie died in an Army hospital. Nine minutes later, he returned to life.

What happened to him during those minutes was so compelling that it changed his life forever. In

Return from Tomorrow, Ritchie tells of his transforming encounter with the Son of God, who led him

to encounters with other nonphysical beings at the very doorway of eternity. Ritchie's extraordinary

experience not only altered his view of eternity, but it has also altered the lives of hundreds of

thousands of readers. One of the most startling and hopeful descriptions of the realm beyond, this

classic will inspire readers from all walks of life. It includes a brand-new preface from Elizabeth

Sherrill.
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As a Professional Counselor, in regards to grief recovery, I frequently give this book out to my

Christian Based Clients. This is an excellent book to aid hope in the Grief Recovery process. Mr.

Ritchie's spirit life after death account is a very interesting life experience in understanding the grief



process, correcting unhealthy behavior patterns, the cost and consequences of sin, and the

consequences of continuing unhealthy behaviors. Mr. Ritchie explains how he saw different stages

of spirit life and their progress after this life in becoming better people or through their mentally

desired earthly habits and behaviors in refusing to see that they can still become better

people.Some individuals who read this may have the misunderstanding that the spirit people that

Mr. Ritchie sees in his death experience are not going to Heaven; because some of these spirits are

still struggling with sin like and/or unhealthy behaviors in a stuck state of spiritual earthly realm. But

if one notices a little deeper into Mr. Ritchie's Account, he describes there are constantly Angels

trying to teach and lead these spirits to come away from sin and/or unhealthy like behaviors. This

possibly indicating that all will go to Heaven eventually but need to become better people even in

spirit.God is not an unmerciful God but neither is he an unjust God either. Meaning he cannot allow

sin to enter into Heaven; being that it would be unjust to those who have suffered from those who

have sinned against them. Emotionally and Mentally, if one struggles from addiction, unhealthy

behavior patterns, abuse, etc., and are inflicting that upon others in life and have not recovered or

learned a better way; what makes them different at death? Nothing. They are still who they

are...until they are taught differently. So a Merciful God is giving them Angel Counselors even after

death.

In a nut shell an interesting NDE shaped byhis born again Christian worldview, much like Indian s

see Yama the God of death and judgement he saw a,loving Christ. His loving Jesus had not much

love for non believers.

I first read this book when it was published for the first time.I loved it then and loved it when I read it

recently.The way the story (true story) is written is different and intriguing.You cannot but care for

the young George Ritchie when he under goes a strange,life changing and startling event.You care

even more for the man he becomes because of this event.Here you have a tale of a man/child that

grew into a authentic man who cared forhis fellow mankind because of a literally life saving visit.

This book kept me on the edge. While I can't obviously verify it's true, the person who wrote the

book claims what happen to him was. I read this book several years go then decide to re-read it

recently. Its well written. I actually bought it for a few friends, we all found it amazing and gave us a

different gimps into the future - Heaven!



This is a good read for anyone who is willing to "ask the hard questions". I highly reccommend it

along with Embraced By the Light by another author and Jesse Duplantis's book about being taken

up to the third heaven. These books provide glimpses to the other side and do not contradict

Scripture, though they might not agree with some religious doctrines.

Having read other accounts of near death experiences in the past, this book is an honest

presentation of the phenomenon of what transpires durning those times.

this is such a great book to read about life and the glimpse of life to come,after death.about what is

really importantin this life,what matters is people and love.the writer gives his testimony weight by

the fact that he became a doctorand then a psychiatrist to help people.also that he was in the

military and went to war,think this is a wonderfulbook for returning from war veterans,know this

would really HELP a lot of them to deal with their problemswhen they return home!!

A friend recommended this book and because it was short I agreed to read it. Now I'm glad l did.

Far more credible than any other near death account I've seen in the past. Inspirational and

definitely worth the time. This isn't like many others I've started to read that often look like the writer

is trying to make money or creatively illustrate a point he believes to be true with a story he knows to

be fictitious but for his own purposes presents as an actual personal experience.
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